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Background 

• Starting last fall the Province began the development of Northeast 
Stakeholder and Public engagement process. 

• First step was hiring Urban Systems to develop several workshops to 
explore the issues and develop recommendations which were presented in 
the “What we heard” report released December 2017 

• In January the Province contracted Urban Systems to expand upon the 
recommendations and help the Province design a stakeholder and public 
engagement process. 

• In April this report was completed and the Province has recently sent the 
final report out to the stakeholders, public and First Nations participants.  
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BC’s Stakeholder Engagement Process 

• The Province is committed to following these guiding principles: 
– Early and open engagement 
– Clear information and feedback 
– Work together on outcomes 
– Understand and involve 
– Foster respect and trust 
– Maintain engagement 

• The Province is committed to developing a roundtable as 
recommended in the Urban Systems reports. 

• The roundtable will be a space to discuss proposed land selections 
under Treaty Land Entitlement and other agreements, new 
protected areas and wildlife measures that have broader 
stakeholder implications. 
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Example: The Land Transfer Process  
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Roundtable: Next Steps 

• The Province has put funding forward to hire a 
consultant and to support implementing the 
recommended Roundtable. 

• The goal is to have the First Roundtable meeting 
in June or early July. 

• The Roundtable will be a place for the Province to 
bring stakeholders, the public and First Nations 
together to discuss land measures, land transfers 
and non-treaty agreement implementation. 
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